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The perpetuum mobile does not exist,  
but Sunset Swings do  
The unique and patented, ball bearing Sunset Swing pendulum design provides a calm and relaxing motion. 

Featuring heavy-duty steel frames, our swings provide a secure movement without lateral motion. It keeps 

you swinging and swinging and swinging. Sunset Swings do not use hooks and loops as with usual swings, 

but uses top quality ball bearings. 

Patented “Forever Swing“ technology
The secret behind the surprisingly long swinging effect lies in the sophisticated and innovative mounting 

design, the patented “Forever Swing“ technology.

Premium XXL ball bearings in connection with the typical Sunset Swing pendulum design keeps the body‘s 

center of gravity under a central point to ensure a sensationally smooth and long swinging experience. 

Swinging, relaxing and  

feeling secure  
There are many ways to relax and enjoy life: taking a nap in the garden 

in summer, feeling the last autumn heat on the terrace or having a break 

on a sunny winter day, wrapped in a cosy blanket. With Sunset Swings 

these special moments will become even more precious for you. A 

swinging motion is the most natural way of relaxing, a feeling of security 

which is firmly anchored in our souls since earliest childhood. Smooth 

swinging motion creates a wonderful natural sleepiness, along with the 

feeling of calmness for maximal relaxation. 

Premium all-weather coating for  
365 days a year 
Sunset Swings are not only a summer product: Double-galvanized quality steel with all-weather coating and 

rust-proof screws ensure an extremely long outdoor lifetime. The cushion covers are made of high-quality 

PVC fabric that can easily be cleaned with a garden hose pipe. Covers are not required. Therefore, your 

swing can be used all year round. 

Top quality extra Large ball bearings with a patented

“Forever Swing“ technology 

keeps you swinging and swinging and swinging .... 

THE SUNSET SWING MODELS 
VIVATA  Item No.: 2050/421L  

RELAXIO   Item No.: 2051/422L
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Sun seeking and protective
The extra large, weatherproof premium canopy of all Sunset Swings is UV-resistant, abrasion-proof,  

breathable and fast-drying. Its three-step adjustment provides adequate shadow in any lying positition, 

independent of the angle of the sun. We recommend removing the canopy in winter to protect it from the 

weight of the snow. It can be rolled-up in a space-saving manner and reinstalled in spring within seconds.  

Stylish and elegant
Due to their clear and unpretentious style Sunset Swings complement your garden or terrace design in an 

elegant and harmonic way. The subtle natural colours give an impression of calm and balance inviting you 

into your personal relaxation oasis. 

Strong and durable 
The load capacity of the Sunset Swing relax swings is outstanding: all versions are designed for a maximum 

body weight of up to 300 kg. Top quality steel, industrial ball bearings and a three layered powder coating 

ensure an almost endless swinging pleasure. 

Clear design language with 
calming natural colours 

Heavy-weight bearing premium  
loungers, for body weights of  
up to 150 kg per person. 

4-step adjustable canopy 

Perfectly suitable for professional use
in hotels, clubs, luxury homes and spas.

All weather relaxing 
Your “time-out“ oasis  
365 days in a year.
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VIVATA

Top quality materials in  
modern design  
 
Armrests and the upper seat 
frame are made of real wood 
and turn VIVATA into an  
absolute eye-catcher in your 
garden. The subtle and natural 
colour combination in brown 
and espresso shades creates a 
special feel good atmosphere.  

Dimensions & specifications

Length: 208 cm    Width: 170 cm    Height: 191 cm
Frame: heavy duty 6,5 cm tubular steel, galvanized
Coating: 3-layered powder coating
Lounger: UV-resistant/rain-proof, canvas look,  
offers lower lumbar support
Headrest: UV-resistant and rain-proof comfort pad 
made of molded polyethurane 
Tables: 2 tables for drinks or snacks
Canopy: 3-step adjustable, quick assembly, removable, 
UV and stain resistant, canvas look.
Colour: Mocca / Walnut

A maximum of flexibility for an endless feel good pleasure 
 
The comfortable and adjustable armrests allow you to easily slide from  
seated to lying and back to standing up. The adjustable soft headrest with  
comfortable weatherproof cushions raises the feel good feeling to its 
maximum. So being deeply and soundly relaxed, your body will completely 
recover.   
 
Sitting or stretched out 
 
Comfortable seating or nearly weightless relaxing when lying: VIVATA offers 
a well-deserved recovery break. The extendable footrests can be adap-
ted individually in order to enable a particularly healthy and ergonomic leg 
position. Even very tall people (over 2 meters) will find their perfect relaxing 
position.  
 
VIVATA   Item no.: 2052/422SB

Perfect back release
Well designed to the last detail: the special design is back-friendly by offering lower lumbar support and lets you relax in a  
particularly healthy and relieving way. Sunset Swings are always one step ahead with regard to healthy ergonomics.  
 
Together, but still individual 
Both swing loungers are supported by their own ball bearings so that each person may swing to their own rhythm. The small 
distance between the loungers creates a perfect togetherness. If both seated, both lying or one seated, it does not matter - 
VIVATA offers all kind of possibilities. 

Infinitely adjustable  
footrest

4-step adjustable back 
rest  

4-step adjustable canopy  Large side real wood 
tables 
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RELAXIO

Dimensions & specifications

Length: 290 cm   Width: 203 cm    Height: 224 cm
Frame: Heavy-duty 6,5 cm tubular steel, galvanized
Coating: 3-layered powder coating
Lounger: adjustable, UV-resistant/rain-proof, canvas look, 
offers lower lumbar support
Seats: Durable cover in canvas look
Leg rest: infinitely extendable 
Neck rest: UV-resistant/rain-proof comfort cushion made
of molded polyethurane
Tables: 2 tables in wooden look 
Canopy: 4-step adjustable, quick assembly, removable. 
UV and stain resistant, canvas look     
Colour: Mocca / Walnut

Unique relaxation: weightless like an astronaut  
 
To fly into space astronauts adopt an optimal lying posture, in which the body 
rests in a totally relaxed way. With Sunset Swing RELAXIO you will  
discover this incredible feeling how your spine completely relaxes.  
  
 
The health effect   
 
If your ankles are higher than the heart, lymph and blood can easily drain.  
Do something good to your legs and your lower body by enjoying the  
astronaut‘s position. RELAXIO bridges the gap between relaxing swing  
and a healthy lounger. 

RELAXIO   Item no.: 2051/422L

Natural ambience for casual relaxing 
Natural shades and a soft design language turn RELAXIO into a special garden highlight. 
 
Here again: together, but still individual 
Both swing loungers are supported by their own ball bearings so that each person may swing in her own rhythm. The small  
distance between the swing chairs permits nevertheless a maximum of proximity. If both seated, both lying or one seated,  
it does not matter - RELAXIO offers all kind of possibilities. 

TABLES  
Large side tray in wood 

ALL-WEATHER MATERIAL 
Washable surface with comfort 
cushion

Secure ground attachment 4- step adjustable lounger 4-step adjustable canopy  
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For hotels, restaurants and wellness spas. 
Therefore perfect for professional use.

5 STAR RELAXATION
Delight your guests with unforgettable moments of relaxation. Distinguish your hotel terrace from the 

standard and create a luxurious design ambience. 365 days of pure swinging pleasure for your guests.
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SWINGDOO 
HAMMER SPORT AG
   
Von-Liebig-Str. 21
89231 Neu-Ulm
Telefon: +49 (0) 731 974 88 518 

E-Mail: info@sunsetswings.de 
www.sunsetswings.de
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